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Please do not go to seamstress or a tailorshop to get measure. Simply have a friend or family 
member measure you with a cloth tape measurer only. Do not use a metal tape measurer. 

Please wear a pair of jeans and a shirt while getting measurered. Stand straight up and look 
forward and remember do not suck in your stomach while getting measured.

The Customer who is getting measured for a custom race suit understands and agrees that the measurements 
are accurate and takes full responsibility for the measurements given to Alpha Racewear. Please note Alpha 

Racewear always makes meausrements larger for seam allowance and ease allowance for the position that the 
driver is sitting in the vehicle. For measurements that are wrong and for suits to be replaced, there is a $250.00 
usd surcharge to refix, alter or remake for the customer. Repairs/Remakes can take up to approx 2-3 weeks to 

be completed. Customer Agrees and holds Alpha Racewear not accountable.

Customers Name:_______________________________ Customer Signature:_____________________________

One Piece Race Suit       Two Piece Jacket and Pant       Regular Fitting       Loose Fitting

Box Quilting       Diamond Quilting

BLACK                       RED                          BLUE                    WHITE                      GREY                     YELLOW                  NEON Y.
ORANGE                   SILVER                LIGHT BLUE          LIME GREEN             PURPLE                     PINK                      CARBON

Race Suit Style Design:

Race Suit Colors:

360 Radial Knit Sleeves       Boot Cut Legs      Stretch Knit Waist      Inset Pant Pockets       Nomex Zipper       Soft Knit Collar

Let us know any special 
instructions you may 
have for your new 
custom race suit:

Drivers Name:______________________   Age:______   Type of Racing:____________________

Drivers Jean Size:______________ This is what you buy in a store.

DOUBLE LAYER CUSTOM RACE SUITS ARE ALL PRIVATE LABELLED AND ARE SFI 3.2A/5 CERTIFIED.

Custom Race Suit Measurement Form must be printed, signed and emailed back to: sales@alpharacewear.com
Please allow 1 Business day for us to evaulate your measurements. If there is any issues we will let you know
to remeasure anything we see wrong. 

Please note custom race suits take 5 weeks from the date of design approval. There are no refunds on custom products.


